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MONSOON MAGIC!
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Editor’s note
Dear Shoppers.,
It’s that time of the year when the heart skips a few beats with the pitter-patter
of raindrops and all your favourite things come to mind. After months of
scorching heat, the rains are finally here! Time to look out dreamy-eyed at the
downpour with a hot cuppa in hand. Time to skip over puddles (don’t forget
those rain boots) and time to bring out the parka jackets (albeit the brightest
one)! But most importantly, it is the time to get drenched in fabulous monsoon
offers, unbelievable discounts, new styles at the new stores, lots of comfort food
and a host of fun events at DLF Shopping Malls. It is double celebrations for us
as DLF Mall of India turned three and we couldn’t be happier.

Ms Pushpa Bector,
EVP & Head, DLF Shopping Malls
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As the skies turn grey and the days ever so slightly dull, there’s nothing that will
cheer you up like some happy splurging at our malls. Read through our fashion
tips on how to jazz up your monsoon wardrobe.
As you wonder what dresses to pick up and the best colours to spruce up the
day, leaf through our photo spread showing you the season’s latest trends for
style cues. As you leave your favourite stores with an armful of bags and a big
smile on your face, don’t forget to visit the other newly opened ones – Isharya,
Foxtrot , Madison, Honey & Dough, Underdoggs Sports Bar & Grill and more!
But since when were we only about shopping? Take a break from all the walking by
samplingdeliciouscroissantsatTheBombaykeryandgrabbingahotcupofcoffeeat
Starbucks Coffee.
While you’re at it, check out the many events we have lined up for the season
too. We have an array of exciting events coming up to keep you coming back
to us. We have already set the ball rolling for a fashion show on wedding
extravaganza. We simply cannot wait for you to partake in all that we have in
store for you. Do come and join us for that cuppa while watching the rains from
the comfort of our hospitality.
Pushpa Bector
EVP & Head, DLF Shopping Malls
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Time to add hues to the dreary skies
of grey and to the bleak summer
repertoire. Your wardrobe gets a huge
overhaul in the monsoons and comfort
and colour are the buzzwords. Bright
flashes of colour to match the flashes
in the sky, your rain gear has to go up
a notch and here’s how

fashion notes
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h&m
`1,499, available
at DLF Mall
of India

7 jul/sep

h&m

`1,999, available

at DLF Mall
of India

Cue the
culotte

Image courtesy: Cover story

h&m
`2,699, available
at DLF Mall
of India

zara

`2,790, available

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

DLF Mall of India

Your best bets when it
comes to tops in the rainy
season are sporty sleeveless tops or racer-back
tees. Wear in bright colours
and vivid prints with shorts
or capris for some monsoon chic. Comfort is vital
during this season, as is
functional and practical
clothing. So pick up tops
that can dry easily and
will not stick to the body if
caught unaware in a downpour. Stock up on these
in a variety so as to keep
things fun each day.

tommy hilfiger
Price on request,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

zara
`790, available
at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

zara

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

h&m

at DLF Mall
of India

6 jul/sep

vero moda

`2,499, available at

`2,590, available

`1,299, available

trend

Sporty
and
spiffy

Image courtesy: Zara

The monsoon may not leave
you with too many options
in the sartorial arena, but
there are some styles that
work best now. Cue the
culotte. Cut those cotton
pants or denims a notch
above the ankles or higher,
or simply fold them up a
bit. If you’re contemplating
them for work, wear with a
long waistcoat, a work bag
and brogues. For evening
wear, make them dressy
by teaming them with an
offshoulder top, accessories
and dancing heels.

tommy hilfiger
Price on request,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

mango

`2,590, available

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

mango
`3,590, available
at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

zara

`2,990, available

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade
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vero moda
`2,299,
available at DLF
Mall of India

zara
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h&m
`1,499, available at
DLF Mall of India

`3,990, available

h&m
`2,299, available at
DLF Mall of India

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade
h&m

`1,999, available

zara
`3,990, available
at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

vero moda
`2,299,
available at DLF
Mall of India

mango
`2,990, available
at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

Stash the little black or white
dress to the back of your
wardrobe this season for it’s
time to bring the prints out.
Opt for trapeze-shaped one
pieces in a nature inspired,
green foliage or palm prints.
These will bring colour to your
ensemble and be reflective of
how our surroundings get in the
monsoons—lush and green. If not
that, then simply opt for lovely
floral prints—small florals for
work and larger ones for off-work
hours. Keep it simple with a pair
of pumps in a neutral colour and
a monsoon bag.

h&m
`2,299, available
at DLF Mall
of India

mango

8 jul/sep

zara

`3,590, available

`2,290, available

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

zara

vero moda

`3,799, available at

trend

Short &
sweet
Let’s keep it short (and sweet) is the
mantra for the monsoons. With all
the splashing in order, it’s best to
own a few versatile pairs of shorts
that will help you sail through the
puddles easily. Denim shorts are a
staple but this time around, give it
a makeover by pulling and poking
for frayed threads and tassels. Work
different hems into your repertoire
of shorts to keep it interesting. A
pair of white shorts are a must-own
as they have universal appeal and
can be teamed with just about
anything. If you have a sporty bent
of mind, then you probably already
own a few boasting your favourite
football team, right? Let’s cut the
long story short now.

Image courtesy: Zara

Dressed
for a
downpour

Image courtesy: Zara

at DLF Mall
of India

vero moda
`2,499, available at
DLF Mall of India

DLF Mall of India

mango
`990, available
at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

`1,890, available

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade
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mango
`1,790, available at DLF Mall
of India and DLF Promenade

tommy hilfiger
Price on request,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

h&m
`1,499, available
at DLF Mall
of India

mango

tommy hilfiger
`2,499,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

`1,790, available at DLF Mall

of India and DLF Promenade

tommy hilfiger
`4,299,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

Take
a short

tommy hilfiger
`2,399,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

Massimo Dutti
`3,590, available at
DLF Mall of India

Gap

zara

`799 onwards

`2,590, available

available at DLF
Mall of India

at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

trend
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zara

`1,790, available

zara
`2,790, available
at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

Massimo Dutti
`3,590, available at
DLF Mall of India

Image courtesy: Zara

h&m
`1,999, available at
DLF Mall of India

Image courtesy: H&M

Who said guys can’t have
some fun? The brands
have stocked up their
stores with an array of
latest collections in shorts
and bermudas. Take these
funky, eye-catching printed
bermudas to town, to the
beach and even to work,
we daresay. Comfort is the
buzzword this sason.

11 jul/sep

Tee 			
time

H&M
`999,
available at DLF
Mall of India

Simple, classic and you
simply cannot go wrong
with it; the tee is a man’s
go-to staple in the casual
wardrobe. Take it a notch
higher with these picks
this season. This humble
garment is not just comfort
wear but also doubles as a
stylish garb when teamed
well. With shorts, with denims, with a skirt, with capris,
there’s not much a t-shirt
will not look good with.
h&m
`799, available
at DLF Mall of India

fashion notes

trend
ZARA

ZARA

`3,990, available

`2,890, available

at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade
ZARA

at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade
CHARLES & KEITH
`6,299, available
at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

`2,890, available

at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

13 jul/sep
Tresmode

`6,900, available at

DLF Mall of India

ZARA

`2,290, available

Da Milano
`2,290, available
at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

STRAP
that

It’s the season to boast
beautifully pedicured feet.
These strappy beauties
combine style and comfort
so elegantly, you’ll want to
take them into winter too
Tresmode

HAUTE

CHARLES & KEITH
`5,999, available
at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade
CHARLES & KEITH
`9,999, available
at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request,
available at DLF Mall
of India and DLF
Promenade

tote

Investing in a chic bag you
can flaunt is one of the
most essential purchases
you’ll make. Here’s what we
are drooling over

`9,000, available at

DLF Mall of India

mango

`3,990, available

at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

Tommy Hilfiger
Price on request,
available at DLF Mall
of India and DLF
Promenade

ALDO
`7,999, available at
DLF Mall of India and
DLF Promenade
Massimo Dutti

`13,590, available at

h&m
`1,499, available at
DLF Mall of India

DLF Mall of India

Head to the

Hills with Fortune

F

Fortune Hotels and your favourite mountain getaway are
the ultimate combination for a memorable summer holiday

rom Srinagar, McLeod Ganj and Mahiya to Mashobra,
Ooty and Mussoorie, fall in love with your favourite
hill destination all over again with the Fortune Summer
Getaway packages by Fortune Hotels! Specially curated to
make your vacation an unforgettable experience you can

forever cherish with family and friends, all packages include
accommodation for two, meals, special offers on FB, sightseeing tours, spa experiences and more. With Fortune
Hotels’ signature flair and warm, personalised hospitality at
your service, you’re in for the holiday of a lifetime.

Mashobra, Shimla: An untouched haven
in the Shimla district, Mashobra is home to
beautiful apple orchards, wildlife sanctuaries and Fortune Select Cedar Trail. Nestled
amid oak, cedar and pine trees at an altitude of 2100 m above seas level, it offers
you breathtaking views of the Himalayas
from comfortable, contemporary rooms.

Mahiya (Near Kasauli): This quaint hill
station is best experienced with a stay at
Fortune Select Forest Hill, Mahiya, Near
Kasauli. Situated in a secluded forest
and perched atop a hill, the hotel lets
you find peace away from the madding
crowd amid the lush green bounty
of nature.

Mussoorie: Mussoorie, the glamorous summer retreat of the Raj-era continues to work
its magic on visitors all year round. Nestled in
this hill getaway of majestic glory, is Fortune
Resort Grace perched cozily on a pine covered hill slope with an enchanting view of the
Doon valley. Imbued with the laidback charm
of a countryside retreat it offers excellent
range of modern guest facilities and services.

McLeod Ganj: Let Fortune Park
Moksha be your gateway to the
tranquility and spiritual richness
of McLeod Ganj. Surrounded by a
thick grove of pine trees, the hotel
offers you a spectacular view of the
snow-capped Dhauladhar
mountain range.

Ooty: Perfect for unwinding and relaxation,
Fortune Resort Sullivan Court animates the
gentle slopes of Ooty with Fortune Hotels’
inimitable charm. With lush green lawns and
a vibrant patterned garden, it lets you enjoy
the hill station’s natural splendour while
adding a dash of its own luxurious flavour
to your vacation.

Srinagar: What better way to experience
a slice of paradise on Earth than from
your own little heaven at Fortune Resorts
Heevan? With a magnificent view of
the Zabarwan mountains, the hotel
offers you beautifully furnished rooms,
modern amenities and a range of
culinary venues.

For more information, visit www.fortunehotels.in

Beauty Raid

trend
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BRIGHT STROKES
The season for no-makeup is over.
Officially. It’s the season to change
the greyscale to bright pops, sunset
hues, bronzed tints and everything
waterproof. Beat the monsoon blues
with these strokes of colour

M

ove away from the nomakeup face and bring
pops of colour on the
eyes, lips and cheeks.
Waterproof and smudgeproof are your buzzwords for this season.
So, open out the palette
and paint on.

trend
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Beauty Raid
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mac
`3,150, available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

19 jul/sep

BRONZED GODDESS

Estée Lauder

`5,500, available at DLF Mall

of India (Sephora) and DLF
Promenade (Sephora)

inglot

`1,550, available at

DLF Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

Up your makeup in the rainy
months with ample usage
of a bronzer. It adds the
right shine to your skin and
lends it a sun-kissed glow.
The bronzer is a must-have
in your makeup arsenal
but the right application is
what makes it look right.
The first thing is selecting
the right shade of bronzer
for your skin tone. Slather
on foundation so as to hold
the bronzer powder in place
on your cheeks. Dab some
shimmer after application
(don’t forget the tip of your
nose and cheekbones
here). Voila, you’re every bit
the bronze goddess you’re
meant to be.

clinique
`2,550, available
at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade
(Sephora)

Estée Lauder

`4,250, available at DLF

Mall of India (Sephora)
and DLF Promenade
(Sephora)

Benefit

mac

`2,500, available

at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

`2,810, available at

DLF Mall of India
(Sephora) and DLF
Promenade (Sephora)

CHAMPAGNE NIGHTS
Bring out the bubbly because Champagne is the colour
we’re digging when it comes to eye shadows this season. The trick is to pick shades that complement your
skin tone and brighten your eyes – look for pale golds
if you have fair skin and go for warmer honey tones
if your complexion is darker. After beginning with an
eye shadow primer, apply a light Champagne shade all
over your lid and above the socket, making sure you
blend well. Then go in with a soft brown shade, adding
it to the socket and outer corner in a V-shape. Finish by
running a dark brown pencil along your upper lash line
before finishing with a generous coating of mascara.

Bobbi Brown

`3,600, available at

DLF Mall of India

Bobbi Brown
`4,950, available at
DLF Mall of India

NO MORE DEVIL STREAKS

Estée Lauder
`3,400, available
at DLF Mall of India
(Sephora) and DLF
Promenade (Sephora)

POP GOES THE LIPSTICK
Bring out the fuchsia, the coral, hot pink and plums
because the pop lip is back. A lipstick in a peppy hue
is all you need to keep the grey at bay. Fuchsia is great
for evening wear when you’re stepping out for a party
or evening drinks. Coral is a great colour for the Indian
skin tone. It’s sassy, fun and works worn any time of the
day or night. If you’re on the lighter side of things, do try
the hot pink a la Barbie. Fun, girly and cute, it’s a colour
that’ll instantly bring a smile on anyone’s face. And last
but not the least, red! What can we say? A pop of red can
make all the difference to your face, your mood and your
ensemble. So dip your brushes in pop this monsoon.

Bobbi Brown
`1,800, available at
DLF Mall of India

mac
`1,650, available
at DLF Mall of
India and DLF
Promenade

Benefit
`2,320, available
at DLF Mall of India
(Sephora) and DLF
Promenade (Sephora)

The name says it all. A waterproof
mascara is the most important
tool in your makeup kit, especially
during the monsoon lest you get
caught in a downpour or need
to flutter your lashes at someone
through a the raindrops - nothing can ruin your look more than
strange black streaks running down
your cheeks. But, where does a girl
who’s looking for a non-smudgy
option turn? Waterproof mascara,
of course. Not just any waterproof mascara — one that doesn’t
sacrifice length, volume, or overall
oomph for the sake of an H2Ofriendly product. So get yourself
waterproof, sweat-proof and soppy
movie-proof mascara pronto.

clinique

`2,050, available at DLF

Mall of India and DLF
Promenade (Sephora)

mac
`2,000, available at
DLF Mall of India,
and DLF Promenade

Estée Lauder

clinique
`1,650, available at
DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade
(Sephora)

`2,300, available at DLF

Mall of India (Sephora)
and DLF Promenade
(Sephora)

inglot
`1,100, available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

Bobbi Brown

`3,150, available at

DLF Mall of India

Beauty Raid
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Rain Chic

SIDE BRAIDED
PONYTAIL
The simplest way to keep all that
hair off your face during this humid
weather is—the ponytail. But, where’s
the fun if you do not experiment a little! So,
allow us to turn your plain Jane ponytail into
one with a side braid. Make a side-part and take
a small section of your hair from the front left side
to your left temple and let it hang loose like a
flick. Now split your hair into three and give
it a simple weave to make a braid. To
make your braid look thicker, stretch
it a bit and secure the end of the
braid with a rubber band.

The monsoon is nigh and your anticipated hair woes are
threatening to lash out if you don’t do something about them
in the humid season ahead. So, give your strands a stylish and
functional play-around this monsoon
L’Occitane

`2,600, `590, available

at DLF Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

WAVES

I

deally, we’d all like to
chop our hair off in the
rainy season. A pixie cut
or a bob cut are ideal but if
you’ve spent months working
on the length of your hair, chopping it off would be heart-breaking,
to say the least. But the humidity cannot be avoided and neither can the frizz
that accompanies it. So, it’s time to
take matters into your own hands
and put those hair woes to rest,
all the while looking stylish and
monsoon-ready!

trend

20 jul/sep

21 jul/sep

For those of you who catch
the frizz all too easily, wearing
it straight will simply fall flat. Try the
wavy look instead as it will take the frizz
in tow while making your hair look great,
despite it all. This look doesn’t involve too
much apart from putting your curling iron to use
or simply putting all the hair up in a messy
bun and letting it cascade down in waves
when you’re ready to head out. It’s
a stylish yet messy look that you
can pull off sans the untidiness or frizz.

KAMA AYURVEDA
`1,250, available at
DLF Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

the Body shop

`1,545, available at

DLF Mall of India
and DLF CyberHub

forest essentialS
`325, `1,250, available
at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

BALLERINA BUN
The bun can never go out of
fashion and thank God for that!
With rainy days looming large ahead,
get ready to sport the bun albeit with a
twist. Dampen your hair (not scalp!) slightly
with wet fingers, and then brush out any knots.
Secure your hair in a high ponytail using an
elastic band. Now twist your hair to give
it a tight ropelike look. Very carefully,
wrap your hair tightly around the
base of your ponytail and pin
your hair with bobby pins.

LOOK BOOK

DESK

TO DRINK
Friday night is ladies night, so
to make the transition from
corporate attire to something
more suitable for cocktails
seamless, we have rounded up
a few must-have buys to help
TommyXZendaya
Price on request
available at DLF Mall
of India and DLF
Promenade

TommyXZendaya
`12,999, available
at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

TommyXZendaya
`11,999, available
at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

To get this look,
and for more
exciting details on

“what’s
trending”
TommyXZendaya
Price on request,
available at DLF Mall
of India and DLF
Promenade

download the
Lukout app now.
That’s your
answers to all
your fashion woes.

DLF Promenade Store No. GKL 11, Ground floor, Nelson Mandela Road, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi- 110070 +91 77770-88171

Download the Lukout app today!

For more looks & best offers log onto

fashion notes
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MonsoonVibes
There’s no reason why the rainy season should rain all over your style
parade, ladies and gentlemen. Reach for some wardrobe classics as
well as quirky experiments, and let the season frame your best look!

25 jul/sep

Photographer: Robin Rathore
Stylist: Tanishq Malhotra
Styling assistants: Nandini, Ishita & Gurpreet
On cover & opening spread: Roshni Bhatia
Models: Michael & Nastya
Hair & Makeup: Shaan Khan

Flaunt your favourite light-as-a-feather cotton dresses
and let the wind
play with them
a little bit for the
most glam effect
you could dream
of! Get playful with
prints too, like this
funky red number
with animal motifs.
On Roshni:

Crop top, `6,000
masaba
Palazzo, `9,000,
masaba
Footwear, `9,999,
aldo
Bracelet, `1,200,
Jewelkart
Earring, `2,300,
Jewelkart

Download the Lukout app today!
trend
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For more looks & best offers log onto

fashion notes
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Casual can be
more chic than
you think, especially if you get the
whole ensemble
right. Pastel blue
shirt, athleisure
shorts and bright
yellow slip-ons?
Absolutely. It’s like
they always say,
boys: go bold, or
go home.
On Michael:

Shirt, `2,899,
FRENCH
CONNECTION
Shorts, `3,999,
SUPERDRY
Slipon, `2,599,
superdry

Do what anyone
may, polka dots
will never go out
of fashion. They’re
retro funk and
modern fun all at
once. Put ‘em on
the right colour
and play with different sizes, and
they’re a definite
win for your next
brunch do.
On Nastya:

Dress, `3,299,
madame
Hat, `1,199,
FOREVER 21
Wallet, `4,699,
DA MILANO
Ring, `2,500,
Jewelkart
Earring, `1,200,
Jewelkart

Download the Lukout app today!

For more looks & best offers log onto
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Summer may be
on its way out, but
it’s still pretty hot.
Pair a printed shirt
with a pair of solid
shorts and jazz
it up with a pair
of funky printed
sneakers to make
yourself a cool
style package, pun
intended.

All work and no
play makes Jack
a dull boy. And Jill
a dull girl. Sass up
with cool colours
and comfy, airy
cuts that let you
make a statement
at work and head
straight to a night
out after!

On Michael:

Shirt, `2,599,
UNITED COLOURS
OF BENETTON
Shorts, `2,599,
FRENCH
CONNECTION
Shoes, `4,999,
CALL IT SPRING
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On Nastya:

Dress, `3,299,
united colours
of benetton
Bralette, `2,499,
MARKS & SPENCER
Bag, `4,699,
DA MILANO
Footwear, `7,999,
aldo
Bracelet, `1,000,
jewelkart
Earring, `2,200,
jewelkart

Download the Lukout app today!

For more looks & best offers log onto
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Plaid is playful
and classy at the
same time - add
a solid element to
let it shine. Military
print can go the
same way, paired
with solid denim
up top and cool
blue loafers down
low!
On Michael:

T-Shirt, `3,999
calvin klein
Shirt, `6,999
g-star raw
Pants, `9,999
g-star raw
Footwear, `9,990
joe shu

On Nastya:

Dress, `3,000
HOUSE OF FETT
Jacket, `2,699
only
Bag, `5,999
DA MILANO
Ring, `2,500
JEWELKART
Earring, `1,000
JEWELKART

Download the Lukout app today!

For more looks & best offers log onto
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Going to work was
never this exciting.
Dial up your formal
style quotient with
cool cotton cape
and block heels.
And don’t forget
the statement
Athleisure
accessory of your
A portmanteau
choice, just like
of athletic and
thisleicrochet tote.
sure, the hottest
trend of 2017,
OnathNastya:
leisure, merged
Dress, `5,999
fitness with tommy
being hilfiger
Cape,it `3,990
stylish. Decode
zara
as being stylishly
Bag, `7,999,
athletic!
ALDO

On Hemant:Shoes, `8,999,

ALDO
T-Shirt, `7,999
armani exchange
Shorts, `10,999
ARMANI EXCHANGE
Shoes, `7,000
simon carter

On Ingrid:
Track top, `5,999
adidas

Track pants,

`4,999
adidas
Shoes, `23,500
love moschino

Light cotton dresses are a monsoon
mainstay, and you
should always
keep a jacket
handy to jazz them
up every now
and then, even if
you’re only headed for a grocery
run. Put on a pair
of comfy sneakers
to complete the
look.
On Nastya:

Dress, `1,890
ZARA
Jacket, `4,999
united colours
of benetton
Shoes, `9,999,
steve madden
Bag, `7,999,
ALDO
Earrings, `1,000,
JEWELKART

Download the Lukout app today!

For more looks & best offers log onto

Download the Lukout app today!

For more looks & best offers log onto
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trend

tommy hilfiger
kids
Price on request,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

Monsoon
munchkins

tommy hilfiger
kids
Price on request,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

ZARA
`690 (each), available
at DLF Mall of India
and DLF Promenade

H&M

H&M

DLF Mall of India
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tommy hilfiger
kids
Price on request,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

ZARA
`1,890, available at
DLF Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

ZARA
`890, available at
DLF Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

`1,299, available at

`599, available at

tommy hilfiger
kids
Price on request,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

Image courtesy: ZARA

Image courtesy: H&M

H&M
`1,499, available at
DLF Mall of India

tommy hilfiger
kids
Price on request,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

tommy hilfiger
kids
Price on request,
available at DLF
Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

Ask any child what they love
about the monsoon, and you
are likely to be treated to
them gushing about the joy
of playing in the rain, with
wide eyes and animated
gestures. Dress your little
ones in bright, peppy numbers this monsoon from these
hand-picked brands. We’re
sure your Facebook friends
won’t mind all those photos
you will post of your little one
because you just had to
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H&M
`499, available at
DLF Mall of India

DLF Mall of India

ZARA
`1,890, available at
DLF Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

ZARA
`1,790, available at
DLF Mall of India and
DLF Promenade

Spring
splendour

GALA NIGHT

A

s a part of its third anniversary celebrations, DLF
Mall of India raised the style bar with the ultimate
Spring Splendour fashion show on May 10 and 11.
The two-day fiesta witnessed Bollywood actress
Nora Fatehi gracing the ramp as the show stopper.
The fashion event showcased exciting trends
and the best of global aesthetics from the Spring
Summer collections across marquee brands like
Ancestry, Kompanero, Mohanlal Sons, Da Milano,
Mango, Meena Bazaar, Cole Haan, FCUK, Calvin
Klein, Tommy Hilfiger, ONLY, Vero Moda, Jack
and Jones, Aldo, Promod and Superdry. They
showcased exclusive, trendy and elegant looks
for its shoppers.

DLF Mall of India
recently marked a
milestone of three
years, setting new
customer service
standards and
offering a holistic
shopping experience
to its patrons

Commenting on the celebratory occasion, Ms.
Pushpa Bector, EVP and Head of DLF Shopping
Malls said, “DLF Mall of India has been able to make
a mark in the retail industry and establish itself as
‘India ka Mall’. The record annual visitor footfall,
robust sales and steadfast appeal as a fashion
destination highlights the industry standards that
the mall has set. DLF Mall of India prides itself in
getting the best experiences for the shoppers and
setting the highest benchmark in the country.The
mall offers an unmatched urban experience in ways
more than one for both consumers and retailers,
and with this fashion show we hoped to bring the
best of fashion to our patrons under one roof.”

Ramneek and Reeti Sahai

Ms Pushpa Bector, EVP & Head DLF Shopping
Malls with Bollywood actor Nora Fatehi

Ms Pushpa Bector, EVP & Head DLF Shopping
Malls with her team

DLF team

Priyali Goyal and Sonali Bhambri
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Manik Dhodi

Left to right- Chandini singh, Reeti Sahai and Sonali Bhambri

GALA NIGHT

All smiles

Bollywood actor Nora Fatehi
Sashaying down the ramp in style

Poster of spring splendour

Models strike a pose during the event

Strutting
Strutting
style
style
Pose
gameininon
point

Nora Fatehi with Shivani Malik, Da Milano
Posing for the shutterbugs

Strutting in style

celebrations galore

India ka Mall

3
Turns

Bollywood actor
Nora Fatehi at the
Spring Splendour
fashion show organised at DLF Mall
Of India

Sinful bites

Ms Pushpa Bector, EVP& Head DLF Shopping Malls and Nora Fatehi,
Bollywood actor, with the entire DLF team
Disney events with AR zone for Avengers: Endgame

DLF Mall of India - India ka Mall hosted a month-long extravaganza to
celebrate its third anniversary via curated activities in collaborations
with its premium in-house brands. Mall visitors were in for a treat with
fabulous events, offers, experiences and activities across food, fashion, family and entertainment. The celebrations included fashion and
lifestyle events along with scintillating performances to woo the patrons. The shoppers were up for a treat at the Spring Spendour fashion show. The mall had also rolled out a series of events like Women’s
Day celebrations, Avengers Endgame Weekend, Noida Jukebox,
Canvas Laugh Club, Sinful Bites and an enthralling performance by
Aastha Gill. The star cast of Student of the Year 2 also dropped by to
join in the celebrations
trend
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Noida juke box

Beauty master class by ace makeup artist
Konika Arora

DLF TALES

Q&A
“It is always good to re
shop from the money
you have spent”
26-year-old
lawyer and DLF
Promenade
shopper
Deepika
Tewary says
she is a proud
Smartcash
customer
Tell us about your association with DLF Shopping Malls
and especially DLF Promenade?
I have been visiting DLF Promenade since 2012 and I have
seen many different events at the mall on various occasions
that have made me want to keep going back to it.
How does it feel to be a smartcash customer in Lukout app?
It’s a great experience. It’s always good to re shop from the
money you have spent on shopping something through various coupons deals and offers.
What do you love the most about DLF Promenade?
Its ambience, the cooperative staff and the array of great
brands to choose from.
What sets it apart from other shopping centres in the city?
Its location sets it apart from other malls as DLF Promenade
is not situated in a crowded area. The overall vibe of the
mall is truly unique and its greatest asset.

Quickies

Favourite makeup brand?
Sephora

Your favourite brands at the
mall?
Zara, Parcos

Favourite skincare brand?
Clinique (Sephora)

Your favourite food joint at
the mall?
The Big Chill Cafe

Favourite footwear and
bag brand?
Charles & Keith and
Love Moschino

trend
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“I am proud to be
associated with
DLF Promenade”
For 34-year-old Nishi Uttam, DLF
Promenade is her second home
Tell us about your association with DLF Shopping Malls
and especially DLF Promenade
I am proud to be associated with DLF Promenade for
almost five-and-a-half years. Prior to that I was a regular
shopper here and always admired the mall and its energy.
For me DLF Promenade is my second home since it’s
my work place. I truly enjoy the ambience, the great mix
of brands, unique shopping promotions and the premium
crowd. When it comes to international and Indian brands
shopping, scouting the latest trends , dining at the
best restaurants and entertainment via various events
& shopping promotions, DLF Promenade is the one
stop solution.

LED TECHNOLOGY
ON THE BIG SCREEN
With its incredible brightness, infinite contrast ratio and
distortion-free image quality, the LED screen takes
cinema viewing experience to the next level.

How does it feel to be a smartcash customer in
Lukout app?
DLF Shopping malls has been a pioneer in making user
experience phygital. This feature is available in the Lukout
app where customers take great services and offerings via
smartcash as add on perks after they spend on shopping
and dining. It’s a great way to retain the customers and
build on their loyalty. Whenever I shop at the mall, I do get
my points added to get smartcash in the form of points on
Lukout app.
What do you love the most about DLF Promenade?
DLF Promenade caters to the trendconscious discerning
customers of Delhi and NCR, looking for a strong
differentiated mix of stores, location, entertainment and
F&B brands tailormade to suit them. The mall has appealed
in ways more than one to both consumers and retailers and
earned the distinction of being the epicenter of fashion.
The vibe and energy at the shopping mall are very different
from other malls and truly make it stand out. The tastefully
done decor takes its charm up a notch higher. With a great
movie theatre like PVR ICON, Kiddyland for children and
so many more spaces that appeal to the whole family, DLF
Promenade offers excellent services that keep its patrons
coming back again and again!

Step in to enjoy the most visually rich and captivating
experience that is truly out of this world!

Now Open in DLF Place Saket

Cyber Hub Advt

now noming

17-18, DLF Cyberhub, Gurgaon
For Reservations Call: 09582274622 / 08826376717

happenings

AN EVENTFUL
QUARTER
DLF Place Saket

DLF Promenade
DLF Promenade hosted a delectable feast for
its shoppers in the form of the Mango festival.
Kickstarting the onset of mango season with a
bang, a fresh mango market was set up in the
atrium at DLF Promenade. Foodhall currently
stocks seven varieties of organic mangoes - the
most available at any superstore in India.

DLF Place Saket recently flagged off
the desert storm rally from its pavilion.
Touted to be India’s most prestigious
international motorsport event, the
rally witnessed participation from 130
contestants. The event appreciated
the tremendous determination,
endurance and resilience of its
enthusiastic participants.

DLF Mall of India

DLF CyberHub

On the mall’s 3rd anniversary, DLF Shopping Malls made sure
that the celebrations were three times bigger and better. For
30 days, all roads led to DLF Mall of India as we rolled out a
series of events such as Women’s Day celebrations, Avengers Endgame Weekend, Noida Jukebox, Canvas Laugh Club,
Sinful Bites and an enthralling performance by Aastha Gill.
The star cast of Student of the Year 2 also dropped by to join
in the celebrations. The anniversary celebrations came to a
glamorous end with the charismatic Nora Fatehi walking the
ramp as showstopper at the Spring Splendour fashion show.

DLF CyberHub & Kingfisher premium packaged drinking water kick-started Cric Mania for this season with a
bang. The gala began with an electrifying evening of
music by Punjabi artists -Sukhe, Musical Doctorz and
Shrey Sean, who performed
live at DLF CyberHub. Netizens
were really excited about the
live screening of all the World
Cup matches on the big LED
screen of the amphitheatre. In
addition, face art artists along
with cheer leaders were called
in during India’s matches to
add to the excitement of
the audience.

chit chat
Do you believe in retail therapy?
Oh yes for sure! I can spend hours
indulging in retail therapy at my favourite malls of DLF Shopping Malls.
It is just so therapeutic.
Accessories you are currently
obsessed with?
Bags. and Jewellery. I have never
been one to accessorise a lot but
have recently found myself in the
accessories section a lot!
Fashion advice for your fans...
Invest in a few classic pieces which
you can repeat over and over
again with other pieces like a white
shirt from Zara, a nice pair of denims
from H&M, blazer from Mango and
LBD from Forever New.
Your favourite denim look.
Denim with a white shirt or a t-shirt,
and denim -on-denim. Take your
pick at Levi’s. They have an amazing
collection.
One staple in your closet?
Brazers! I think they are very chic!
You can find great ones at Mango
and Zara.
Which is your favourite DLF
Shopping Mall?
It’s a tie for me, between DLF Mall
of India and DLF Promenade as they
have all my favourite brands.

roshni’s love
affair with
DLF Promenade
This yummy mommy from Delhi
gets chatty about fashion, food and
her love for DLF Shopping Malls
trend
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I heart

A brand that never disappoints you
Zara
Bag brand
Zara
Footwear brand
Forever21 and Zara
Joint for a quick meal
Smoke House Deli
Grab a drink at
Keya Kainoosh
Favourite highstreet brand
Zara
Favourite makeup brand
MAC & Benefit Cosmetics (Sephora)
Favourite skincare brand
Clinique and Keihls (Sephora)

